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The Capitol overlooks the Women’s March.
Photo by Allegra Taylor
Junior Cheyenne Beckelman, sophomore Erica Craddock and freshman Max Muter 
pose with students of Sunrise School in Kimberly after the BOMB Squad presentation.
Photo courtesy of BOMB Squad
Last Friday, Jan. 20, 39 Lawrence students boarded a bus bound for Washington D.C. The bus traveled overnight in order to reach the city by Saturday morn-ing. This left little time to spare before the start of the Women’s March on Washington. On the morning of the march, hundreds of charter buses congregated 
at Robert F. Kennedy Memorial Stadium where participants from all around the country walked and took the Washington Metro to reach downtown. Bright pink hats and signs with phrases like “The future is female” and “Always for-wards, never back” distinguished many of the marchers.Before the start of the offi-cial march, hundreds of thousands of people crowded the streets of downtown Washington for a rally 
that included speeches from the organizers and some well-known supporters of the march. “At this very challenging moment in our history,” author and activist Angela Davis began, “let us remind ourselves that we, the hundreds of thousands, the millions of women, transpeople, men and youth who are here at the Women’s March, represent the powerful forces of change that are determined to prevent the dying cultures of rac-
ism and hetero-patriarchy from rising again.”Co-Chair of the Women’s March on Washington Tamika Mallory spoke on the issue of rac-ism and police brutality in the U.S. “Today I am marching for black and brown lives,” Mallory said. “For Sandra Bland, for Philando Castile, for Tamir Rice, for Aiyana Stanley-Jones, for Eric Garner, for Michael Brown, for Trayvon Martin and for those nine people 
who were shot at the Emanuel African Methodist Episcopal Church.” In addition to the speech-es, there were performances by musicians such as Alicia Keys and Janelle Monae. To wrap up the rally and signal the beginning of the march, the crowd was invited to sing along to a new take on the Civil Rights Movement anthem, “Ella’s Song.” Toshi Reagon, the 
Allegra Taylor
News Editor
________________________________
Friday, Jan. 20 marked an important day in history as Lawrence’s very own BOMB Squad performed their largest show to date. The student-run organization traveled to Sunrise School in Kimberly to do science experiments in front of approxi-mately 400 students. The students ranged from kindergarten to fifth grade and were split up into three groups based on their age. “BOMB Squad is a chemistry club but we also dabble in biology and physics,” began junior and co-president Cheyenne Beckelman. “The focus is to go to local schools and museums, like The Building for Kids, and do easy, fun science 
experiments to get them enthu-siastic and excited about science and drum up interest in science, in general at an early age.”Experiments range from “egg in the bottle” to colored flames and elephant toothpaste. “The colored flames use dif-ferent chloride salts that you dis-solve in ethanol, so when you light them on fire they burn different colors. The kids always love that one,” said sophomore and BOMB Squad member Erica Craddock. Some experiments are guid-ed by audience questions, making the show an interactive experi-ence. “We usually melt Styrofoam in acetone, so the students asked us if it would melt paper. We said we didn’t know, so we tried it for 
them,” continued Beckelman, “and nothing happened.”Otherwise, the shows do not involve student participation to avoid animosity or jealousy between peers in the audience. “We have been trying to fig-ure how to be able to have some kids come up, but it was such a big group [this time that] we didn’t want them to get jealous,” said Beckelman. “We did a show for homeschooled students once and the students came to Lawrence. They got to interact with the experiments that we did because we were in a lab setting.”BOMB Squad is always wel-coming new members. Freshman Max Muter joined just last week and was able to attend the show 
Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer 
_____________________________________
BOMB Squad makes chemistry a blast at local elementary school
Lawrentians participate in historic Women’s March on Washington
See page 2
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W Upcoming EventsFriday, Jan. 27-Great Midwest Trivia Contest LII, 10:00:37 p.m.-Movies at Midnight: Moana, Cinema, WCC
Saturday, Jan. 28-Lunar New Year Celebration, 6 p.m., Somerset Room, WCC
Wednesday, Feb. 1-Lecture by Visiting Artist Rashaad Newsome, 4:30 p.m., Warch Campus Center
Thursday, Feb. 2-Convocation by Andrew Solomon, 11:10 a.m., Memorial Chapel
Friday, Feb. 3-Artist Series: Elias String Quartet, 8 p.m., Memorial Chapel
Saturday, Feb. 4-President’s Ball, 8:30 p.m., Somerset Room, WCC
ItalyLast Wednesday, Jan. 18, an ava-lanche buried an Italian four-star hotel, Hotel Rigpiano, located under the Gran Sasso mountain about 85 miles northeast of Rome. The heavy strike of snow-fall severely damaged the hotel, crumbling its roof and shifting the building 11 yards off its foun-dation. Eleven people have been reported as survivors, while four were pronounced dead. The effort to rescue 20 more people trapped in the hotel is still underway. This deadly deluge followed a series of recent earthquakes that caused magnitude-six tremors in the Apennines region near the hotel. Despite the ongoing rescue, the exact total of people stranded in the building remains uncertain, but the rescue estimates the number to be as many as 35.
GambiaGambia’s former president, Yahya Jammeh, went into exile after los-ing the recent presidential elec-tion. He is notoriously known for being a brutal authoritarian who jailed many of his opponents and journalists. Newly elected presi-dent Adama Barrow employed the West African military to oust Jammeh from his presidency. The United Nations Security Council supported the military decision to remove him from the post with troops from neighboring coun-tries.
ChinaThe birth rate in China has dramatically increased by 7.9 percent from that of last year, largely in part to the abolition of the one-child policy. Facing the fatal demographic challeng-es from the low birth rate, the government decided to shift to the two-child policy in 2016. This new policy is expected to mitigate the shortage of work-ing-age people and the rapidly aging population but will take time to fully impact the society.
IsraelAlthough the United Nations Security Council resolution demanded Israel to stop all set-tlement plans, Israel approved constructing 2,500 new settle-ment homes in the West Bank. Palestinian officials publicly criticized this, saying that the plans threaten prospects of peaceful relationships by build-ing on land they are seeking. There are currently 500,000 Jewish residents in nearly 140 settlements since Israel’s 1967 occupation of the West Bank and East Jerusalem, even though such occupation is con-sidered illegal under interna-tional law.
Great Britain Britain’s Supreme Court has ruled that Prime Minister Theresa May should secure the approval of Parliament in order to begin the exit procedures from the European Union. Although she previously announced that the “Brexit” process will be done within two years, the Supreme Court dictates that the govern-ment not invoke the European Union’s Article 50, legal basis for leaving the bloc, without Parliament’s authorization. The Court also ruled that the national government does not need approval from regional legisla-tures.
This past week on campus, Lawrence celebrated London Week. The events began with an informational session in the Warch Campus Center Cinema on Tuesday, Jan. 17, where students could learn more about study-ing at Lawrence’s London Centre. Information was available about the program as well as informa-tion on financial aid. Students who had attended the London Centre spoke about their experiences and answered questions about the application process.On Wednesday, Jan. 18 two food events were featured, with an English Breakfast at Kaplan’s Café and “Pub Grub” at Andrew Commons –– both “taking your taste buds on a journey across the pond.” Wednesday also held a talk, “London: Plague and Fire” by Associate Professor of History Jake Frederick, who taught a course in London on this topic as the visit-ing faculty member of Fall Term 2016. The London Fire was a cata-clysmic and catastrophic event in 1666. This course focused on the various reasons the fire was so catastroph -ic and its effects on the rebuilding of the city. 
Thursday, Jan. 19 featured a London Centre Alumni and Faculty Tea and TriVR London-themed mystery round in the Viking Room. The tea allowed stu-dents interested in studying at the London Centre to talk with faculty and past participants over after-noon tea with traditional English biscuits, as well as to ask ques-tions in a more informal setting. TriVR challenged players with London-related facts. On Friday, Jan. 20, senior Maddy Brotherton presented a lecture recital “Dissecting the Folk Revival in the British Musical Renaissance.” The presentation looked specifically at how England dealt with the folk revival move-ment, a musical movement that swept across Europe. Contrary to many of the other nations that strove to use folk melodies as an attempt to cement their own unique identities in the face of opposing ideas and threats from other nations, the English folk revival was more of a process 
infusing folk melodies with new styles –– a process of discovery. Brotherton discussed three prominent composers in the reviv-al: Elgar, Britten and Vaughan-Williams, who used folk melodies more casually than other compos-ers with the clear intention of reviving folk tunes. On Friday, International House hosted a showing of a live production from Shakespeare’s Globe to give a taste of the theater that is used as an educational tool at the London Centre. On Saturday, Jan. 21, an event testing students’ Harry Potter knowledge was hosted by past participants of the London Centre, senior Maddie Scanlan and junior Lily Atkinson, in International House with London-themed priz-es and treats. On the last London Week event on Sunday, Jan. 22 was a marathon of “Sherlock,” the criti-cally-acclaimed British television series, again with tea and biscuits. 
Eleanor Legault
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
London Week entertains and educates
From left to right, Celia Chambers, Katherine Stein and Taylor Blackson. Chambers 
placed third in Harry Potter trivia, Nathan Gornick placed second and Brian Mironer took first.
Photo by Emily Midyette
CORRECTIONThe article “Standing Rock Student Activism on Campus” from the previous issue of The Lawrentian failed to include information about the current protests and violence still occurring in Standing Rock. Currently, native people and non-native allies at the camp have been continually exposed to poison, tear gas, mace pellets, rubber bullets and the like by the National Guard and state officials. Protestors are also subject to orders of eviction by police and fines for disobeying those orders. More information about current initiatives taken to protest can be found on a variety of social media outlets, especially on Twitter under #NoDAPL. Taking executive action, President Donald Trump advanced the approval of the pipeline this week.
daughter of the original writer, Bernice Johnson Reagon, wrote the updated version of the song.The march itself began short-ly after 1 p.m. The marchers waved colorful signs and chanted things like “This is what democracy looks like” and “No justice, no peace.” The crowd of pink-clad demon-strators followed Independence Avenue, turned at the Washington Monument and marched on past the White House.Preliminary estimates put the number of marchers in Washington at over 1 million, with even more people marching in more than 600 sister marches around the world. The Women’s March on Washington organiza-tion has released a 10-step action plan in order to mobilize activists for the first 100 days following the march.
in Kimberly. “My second major is chemis-try and I have a natural interest in it,” explained Muter. “I think one of my favorite parts of BOMB Squad is taking these really complex ideas but having to understand to the extent where you have to find analogies in order to explain them to kids,” concluded Craddock. “In doing so, not only is it fun to see the kids really excited when the copper ethanol solution turns green, but it is also really rewarding for my own academic prowess because I am also forced to go back to the basics and understand.”BOMB Squad meets every Tuesday at 8:15 p.m. in the Thomas A. Steitz Hall of Science, Room 202. 
Women’s March
continued from page 1
BOMB Squad
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SCENE, Alley at dusk. A shadowed 
figure looms as a group of four 
friends walk through the darkness.MILLIE: And then he was all like-MARSHA: WAIT!
The other girls stop and look at her.ZOE: What’s wrong?MARSHA: Didn’t we already go down this alley?MILLIE: Oh come on, Marsha, don’t be an idiot! Of course we didn’t…
Her voice trails off as she notices 
the same hanging sign she’d made 
fun of earlier.“MADAME HEIRONIE’S PALM READINGS”MARSHA: You were saying?ALEX: Shh! Did you see that?
MILLIE: See what‽
The shadowed figure moves for-
ward, removing their hood.HEIRONIE: Do not be afraid, my little angels. Fate, and fortune, have brought you twice here to me.ZOE: Whispering. She’s beautiful.ALEX: Whispering. It’s too dark! You can’t even see her!HEIRONIE: No need to whisper, my children. Come closer, instead.MARSHA: Yeah, we should defi-nitely not do that.ZOE: Oh, lighten up, Marsha. 
Whispering. What’s the harm of getting our fortunes told?MARSHA rolls her eyes.MARSHA: You don’t even believe in this stuff, Zoe.
MILLIE bumps her shoulder with 
MARSHA’s.MILLIE: Live a little, girl.
The group moves forward without 
MARSHA. She hesitates, then fol-
lows them.MARSHA: Wait, you guys!
She catches up to them as they 
reach HEIRONIE.
HEIRONIE extends her arm to an 
open doorway behind her.HEIRONIE: Enter, my lovelies.ALEX: After you, sweetheart. HEIRONIE: Of course. Follow me.
The group enters the doorway. It 
turns out to be a small, but spa-
cious and moderately lit room.HEIRONIE: Please, have a seat.ZOE: Actually, we really shouldn’t 
stay long. Can you read all of us at once?HEIRONIE: Oh, of course! Stand under the beads, please.
The group obeys, and HEIRONIE 
sits at a table holding a crystal ball.ALEX: Muttering. This should be good.HEIRONIE: In a deep voice. Bhfuil an tú scanraigh mo focal mar.
The group begins to look fright-
ened.HEIRONIE: Ná bíodh imní ort, déanfid tú thiomáint chreidiúint i mé.*ZOE: Astonished. Oh, my god!HEIRONIE: Yelling. Agus tú tab-hairfaidh airgead dom!**
A light pops and the group screams. 
HEIRONIE rises.HEIRONIE: My lovelies, I saw hor-rors that will try you and test you in the years to come. Boyfriends, pets, school. Here in my shop, I have protective gems. I recom-mend you each get one.MARSHA: Nodding fervently. Yes, of course!
MILLIE elbows her. The two begin 
whispering.MILLIE: You didn’t even believe in this!MARSHA: I was scared! And now I believe.MILLIE: We don’t even know what she said.MARSHA: Exactly! Louder. We’ll each take a gem, Madame Heironie.HEIRONIE: Blissful! I already have a set picked out for you angels.ZOE: Oh, of course! Because you knew we were coming, right?HEIRONIE: Belatedly. Yep! Okay, grand total will be $51.68…Are we splitting four ways?MARSHA: No, I think it’s only right that I pay.
She pays and the group leaves with 
their gems.HEIRONIE: Phew! It was getting hot in here! 
She removes her wig, revealing 
that she is actually LORRINE.HEIRONIE: I hope they don’t leave those chocolates in their pockets. THE END (Lorrine’s “speech”: *“Are you scared of my words? Do not worry, they shall drive you to believe in me… **And you will give me your money!”)
Seniority Report
“Fortune”
Midterm Reflections
I don’t know if it’s just me, but lately things have got me feel-ing a little down. The pouring rain and swaths of sheer ice are really chipping away at my composure here. Midterms are approaching and bringing with them an array of upcoming exams, lab assign-ments or essays. Current politics are infuriating and frightening to say the least. In an effort to look on the bright side (or at least to find some distant glow), I am 
looking for some reminders of what there is to be thankful for. 1. Not getting sick. From bedridden days with the flu to ach-ing, sniffling colds, if you’ve man-aged to avoid the current plague taking out everyone’s roommate, you’re lucky. If you think you’ve managed to totally avoid it, how-ever, you’re probably wrong. What goes around comes around.2. Canceled classes. With classes already not in session Monday of last week in celebra-tion of MLK Day, the week became even sweeter when Tuesday 
morning was deemed too icy for folks to make the journey to class. Of course if you’re like me and you don’t have classes in the morning anyway, it was largely irrelevant and definitely anti-climatic, but next time we’ll just cheer for a temporary mid-afternoon icing instead. 3. The upcoming President’s Ball and Winter Carnival. C’mon, we all know the whole dancing thing and music scene is merely an excuse to bee-line for the chocolate fondue foun-
Excerpts from an overactive imagination.
Window Scene
Now in 
COMIC form!
Leigh Kronsnoble
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Tia Colbert
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
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With the season ending in less than a month, both the Men’s and Women’s basketball teams are all expected to have positive results to finish the season strong. The Viking men are now 6-6 over-all and 6-2 in the MWC (Midwest Conference), standing high at third place on the MWC stand-ings, while the Lady Vikes have a losing record of 2-11 overall and 0-8 in the MWC. However, both teams fell short at home against Lake Forest College (3-10 overall, 2-6 MWC) on Wednesday night, Jan. 18.With a high-spirited deter-mination before the game started, the Lady Vikes came into the game ready to win. The game began with six points by the Foresters. To win the early lead, the Vikings scored seven consecutive points with three by sophomore Leah Reeves. The Lady Vikes kept the seesaw battle for the rest of the first quar-ter, including four instances when the game was tied before fresh-man Shonell Benjamin did a layup within last 20 seconds to finish the first quarter with a two-point lead for the Vikings, 17-15. Despite being behind by six points early in the game, the Vikings did not fare well in the second quarter. The Foresters flared up strong with many solid shots to score 13 consecutive points in the first seven minutes of the second quarter while the Lady Vikes could not find their way to the basket. A layup by Reeves helped the team to stop the run, but they were still down 
nine points three minutes before the first half ended. The Lady Vikes’ shooting went cold, extend-ing the lead of the Lake Forest to 12. Reeves rescued the team with a two-point buzzer beater to tight-en the deficit to 31-21 Foresters at the half. The Lady Vikes put on a won-derful fighting spirit and went 7-0 at the start of the third quar-ter, hyping the audience at the Alexander Gym. Lauren Deveikis added a jumper and Reeves kept her high spirit with another four points, bringing the game to a three-point difference, 31-28 Foresters. After that, Deveikis suc-cessfully shot a clean three, but these were the last points from the Lady Vikes in the third.The fourth quarter belonged to the Foresters as they continued to extend their lead and finished the game with a final score of 61-39.Over the course of the game, Reeves paced the Lady Vikes 
with 15 points and 8 rebounds. Deveikis came close with 11 points and Aubrey Scott had a game-high four assists. The Viking men followed the women’s game, also taking on Lake Forest (7-6 overall, 5-3 MWC). The Foresters stood right behind the Vikings on the MWC standings separated by only one win. Therefore, the result of this game could affect the participa-tion in the Tournament for the Vikes because of their many tough games ahead. Both teams traded baskets in the first seven minutes of the game, but the Vikings were slight-ly behind with a score of 7-11. Two players from Lake Forest, Eric Porter and Mike Ruffer, brought up two clutch threes and extended the lead to six when the timer reached 10 minutes. However, senior Mitch Willer and junior Jeremy Stephani added three 
This previous weekend, the Lawrence University Swim Team travelled down to Lake Forest, Illinois to compete in the Lake Forest College Triangular against Lake Forest College and the University of Wisconsin at Whitewater. Despite the defeat in the triangular, there were several notable performances through-out the events on both the men’s and women’s side for the Vikings, while the team cheered each other on to really keep the energy flow-ing amongst everyone. Freshman Alena Hanson was the key character from the Viking’s performance as she crushed her components in the 200-meter individual medley in a stunning time of 2:18.16 to win the event. Freshman Elise Riggle, another top performer, grabbed second in the 800 freestyle in 10:05.19, just a few seconds behind Lake Forest’s Ani Karagianis, who had a time of 10:01.62. Senior Paige Witter placed third in the 100 butterfly in 1:09.88, while senior Danielle Millin also placed third in the 100 backstroke in 1:12.81. The 200 medley relay team that con-sisted of Millin, sophomore Emmi Zheng, Witter, and junior Eryn Blagg placed fourth with a time of 2:13.27. Lake Forest grabbed the win from the Vikings, 121-92, and UW-Whitewater defeated the Vikings 172-57.On the men’s side junior Travis Charlow placed fifth in the 100 freestyle in 59.49 sec-onds, while freshman Tom Goldberg placed sixth with a time of 1:01.55. Senior Christian Bell 
placed fifth in the 50 freestyle with a time of 26.37 seconds. Sophomore Max Stahl placed sixth in the 100 backstroke with a time of 1:08.89. Goldberg also placed sixth in the 100 breaststroke. The Vikings’ 200 medley relay team that consisted of Charlow, Stahl, Bell and Goldberg placed fifth with a time of 2:01.73. Lake Forest defeated the Vikings’ 174-23, and UW-Whitewater defeated the Vikings 191-20.This meet was the last meet before the Wisconsin Private College Championships, which will be hosted by Carthage College and held on Jan. 28 at the Koenitzer Aquatic Center. Carroll University, Ripon College, and Beloit College will also be bring-ing teams to this meet along with Lawrence and Carthage. Each of these teams provided good com-petition for the Vikings which will invoke motivation to perform their bests. This is the last meet and the final chance to trim off time for the Vikings before they head to the Midwest Conference Championships from Feb. 17 to 19. The Midwest Conference (MWC) Championships will be held at Grinnell College in Grinnell, Iowa. The MWC Championship is the Vikings’ biggest and final com-petition of the season. By this meet, the team hopes to be at their peak, performing their best times of the season and doing the best they can in the water while also showing full support of their teammates out of the water, as they have always done in the past.
Four teams came into the con-ference championship games for each of the two National Football League (NFL) conferences, each led by high-profile, “elite” quar-terbacks. For the careers of one or two, that adjective is debatable, but each put on a season worthy of the title in 2016. Matt Ryan led the Atlanta Falcons to an 11-5 record and the No. 2 seed in the National Football Conference (NFC), accompanied by a slew of receivers in their prime. A distinctly inexperienced defense wasn’t too much of an issue for most prolific offense in football, recording second-best marks in the league for individu-al passing yards, passing touch-downs, and receiving yards. The highest-scoring offense entered the week scoring at least 30 points in the previous 5 games.After a four-game skid mid-way through the year, Aaron Rodgers expressed that he felt the Green Bay Packers could “run the table” into the playoffs. That they did, winning the last six games of the regular season to win the NFC North and earn a home playoff game against the New York Giants. A haphazard collection of injured defensive players has been the primary Achilles body of the Pack, resulting in multiple players play-ing slightly out of position. It was combatted by an offense with league leading capability. Receiver Jordy Nelson returned from a season lost to injury in 2015 by leading the NFL in touchdown receptions, followed closely by drop-prone Davante Adams, and Rodgers finished at the top of the 
list for passing touchdowns.Big Ben Roethlisberger and the Pittsburgh Steelers ended the season with the fourth-best record in the American Football Conference (AFC) at 11-5, but won the AFC North to earn the third seed. A sub-stellar statis-tical season for Roethlisberger was levied by the play of receiver Antonio Brown. Although not the leader in receiving yards, he did win a bet—for a new Porsche—between New York Jets receiver Brandon Marshall for this per-formance. With a defense that is anchored by James Harrison, the Steelers were also able to fight through a four-game losing streak, ending with seven straight marks in the W column.After rightfully missing the first four games due to circum-stance, Tom Brady returned to the Patriots to lay waste to the AFC. Finishing the season at 14-2, there was little doubt how successful they would be in their first play-off matchup against the Texans. A similarly capable offense, with one of the pillars of coaching behind it, eleven of the Pats 15 wins coming into the AFC championship were by a margin of at least 10. The earlier NFC Championship game was billed as a true shootout, with two of the most prolific scoring teams of the past six weeks. The first half was dominated by one side, however. The Falcons were able to march down the field on their first three possessions for a touchdown, field goal and touchdown, in that order. The first Packers drive, in response to the Ryan touch-down pass, ended with a missed field goal by Mason Crosby. The second was finished as fullback 
Aaron Ripkowski fumbled deep in Falcons territory. The dagger had appeared early.Remaining in most valuable player (MVP) form, Matt Ryan’s Falcons led 24-0 at halftime. They surpassed the 30-point mark less than 90 seconds into the second half, and that was that. Multiple third-down conversions kept Atlanta drives alive, hold-ing the Green Bay defense on the field. Three Rodgers touchdowns couldn’t catch up as the final score reached 44-21 Atlanta. They will represent the NFC in the Super Bowl.In Foxboro, Massachusetts, the Steelers came in hopes of upending the surging Patriots. Similarly to how the rest of the AFC experienced it, though, the Pats wear down on you with relentless offensive pressure. It took a flea-flicker in the middle of the second-quarter to grab a safe lead, and a dominant third to put it away for good. After losing star running back Le’veon Bell in the first quarter, the Steelers weren’t able to move the ball for most of the rest of the game, and failed to make key stops on defense. The final score was 36-17, New England. This puts them into their record ninth Super Bowl.They say defense wins cham-pionships, but the more likely story will be which defense can make the key stops late against two of the hottest quarterbacks in the game right now. The Atlanta Falcons and New England Patriots are preparing for Houston, and we could see quite the record-setting Super Bowl. My prediction is for a final of 38-34, Atlanta on top.
SPORTS Jan. 27, 2017
Molly Doruska
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Swimming faces Lake Forest
For the three!
Photo by Victor Nguyen
Basketball falls to Lake Forest College
Wesley Hetcher
Staff Writter
_____________________________________
Tina Schrage
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Track heads to Platteville
After almost two weeks of additional training, the Lawrence University Men’s and Women’s indoor track and field teams will be back in action on Saturday, Jan. 28 as they travel to the University of Wisconsin at Platteville. This will be a new location of competi-tion for all current members of the team, replacing the meet at the University of Wisconsin at Stout that the team has competed at in past years. This meet will feature some different competition for the Vikings as their first meet of the indoor season was only a dual against the University of Wisconsin at Oshkosh. In addi-tion to Lawrence, scheduled to be at the meet are Beloit College, Central College, Clarke University, Coe College, Dubuque University, Edgewood College, Marian University, Milwaukee School of Engineering, Rockford University, St. Ambrose University and the University of Wisconsin at LaCrosse Women’s team.Like most of their other meets, the team’s goal is to improve. “Of course I’m excited to run. I think this track season is going to be great. I think our distance team is looking pretty strong actually compared to the shape we were in a while ago. We are all improving, recover-ing from injuries. We started off strong with some national rank-ings. Everyone is PR-ing [running personal records] and everyone looks strong” said sophomore Josh Janusiak about the upcom-
ing meet and the current track season.As their season builds towards the conference champi-onships, many hope to improve on or enter into the conference rank-ings for their respective events. Currently, there are many Vikings listed in the top five in the confer-ence in their event. Freshman Will Nichols is ranked second in the 200-meter dash. The dynamic dis-tance duo of Janusiak and fresh-man Joe Kortenhof are first and second in the 3000-meter run. Senior Wes Hetcher is sitting at fourth in the pole vault. Freshman Noah Shea is leading the confer-ence in the triple jump. Finally, senior Jackson Straughan is sitting fifth in the weight throw. While the thrill of compet-ing is one of the appeals of track and field meets for these athletes, another is the opportunity to sup-port their teammates as they com-pete. Because of the diverse nature of the different events of track and field and the limited facilities at Lawrence, the team is rarely all together outside of meets. As junior Hannah Kinzer put it, “You always learn more about the sport when you watch other people run, especially since I don’t know how to sprint and so seeing sprinters do what they do best is inspir-ing. And seeing throwers, I can’t believe how much technique goes into it; it’s incredible. I do like that in track you get to see all the different specialties on the team. There’s a lot of work that goes into each person’s event, especially in the events that require more tech-nique such as pole vaulting and throwing.”
Victor Nguyen
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Super bowl conference championship games
See page 9
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Our hockey team went for a two-day battle in Minnesota in their Northern Collegiate Hockey Association (NCHA) schedule. The series started Friday against the Saints, ranked 9-6-1 and 7-3-1 NCHA.We started strong, with Sean Reynolds at only 1:44 getting assists from junior Mikkel Joehnk and freshman Matt Beranek to score. The Saints tied with a play by Derek Sutlifee at 10:31, and they finished three for two on the play. The Vikings came back with senior Lane King, with only 3:59 left in the first, scoring with assists from sophomores Josh Koepplinger and Nick Felan. The Saints were behind 1-2 at the end of the first period.Our team, ranked 5-9-2 over-all and 4-5-2 NCHA, came into 
the game ready and focused, but the Saints started the sec-ond period with a bombardment of three goals in just 1:34 from Brett Radford, Cole Golka, and Mike Nolan to make the score 4-2. Steven Phee added another score midway in the second, and two more were added in the third, to make it a 7-2 win for the Saints.The Vikings had 21 shots on the goal, and the Saints got 49. Senior Mattias Söderquist started as goalie; he allowed four goals but made 22 saves! Freshman Evan Cline came in later and stopped 20 shots while only allowing three goals, and the Saints Zane Steeves stopped 19 shots. Overall the Vikings started strong, and then the Saints made four rapid fire scores in the second period.Viking coach Micheal Szkodzinski stated, “This is a real young group that has a ton of tal-ent. We like the pieces we have, 
but just need to put the whole puzzle together consistently. The players know it and are focused on being more consistent going forward.” This consistency will surely help them to only get bet-ter for their next games.Saturday began the second day of the series. The Saints, (now 10-6-1 and 8-3-1 NCHA) came out with the first goal by Mike Nolan with only 18 seconds left in the first. In the second peri-od Koepplinger tied at 8:59 off assists from King and senior Brad Mueller. Then the Vikings were able to keep the game tied all the way until the third period.With 13 minutes left Cole Golka scored the winning shot for the Saints, making it a very close game, 2-1. The Vikings kept fight-ing and came back with 2:18 left when Saints player Sam Williams was whistled for elbowing. They added an extra attacker, with only 
54 seconds left, and they pulled the goaltender but could not tie the game. Our sophomore Greg Procopio, in his first game back since an injury made 32 saves for the Vikings (now 5-10-2, and 4-6-2 NCHA). Zane Steeves had 25 saves for the Saints.Coach Szkodzinski said of the weekend, “We played really well in spurts in Duluth- especially on Saturday. We simply have to find a way to play with passion for the entire 60 minutes. When we do, we have a chance to beat anyone on any night as we have seen this season.” Make sure to check out the team’s next games, Jan. 27 and 28, at Adrian. Coach Szkodzinski is optimistic for the rest if the season, commenting “We really like our group and are excited to see what we can do during the last month of the year [in hopes to earn another playoff position].” 
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STANDINGS
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
Cornell 11-0 13-3 
St. Norbert 8-2 11-4 
Ripon 8-3 10-6 
Illinois 7-4 10-6 
Knox 7-4 10-6 
Grinnell 6-5 8-8
Lake Forest 4-7 5-11 
Monmouth 2-9 2-14 
Beloit 1-10 3-13 
Lawrence 0-10 2-13 
  
MEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM MWC OVR
St. Norbert 9-1 12-3 
Ripon 9-2 13-3
Lake Forest 7-3 9-6
Lawrence 7-3 7-7 
Grinnell 6-4 9-6 
Cornell 4-6 6-9
Monmouth 4-6 4-11
Illinois 2-8 5-10 
Beloit 2-9 4-12
Knox 1-9 1-14
HOCKEY
TEAM NHCA OVR
South
Adrian 11-3 12-5-2 
Marian 8-6 10-8-1
Concordia 6-5-1 9-7-1 
Lake Forest 6-8 10-9 
MSOE 4-5-3 7-6-4 
Aurora 3-8-1 3-13-1 
North
St. Norbert 10-1-1 14-2-1 
St. Scholastica 8-3-1 10-6-1 
Northland 5-6-1 7-8-2 
Lawrence 4-6-2 5-10-2 
Finlandia 0-14 0-19 
Hockey team plays two-game series in Minnesota
Pete Winslow
Basketball
Vikings of the Week
Noah Shea
Track and Field
by Arianna Cohenby Shane Farrell
Photo by Emei Thompson
Today I got to talk with 
senior Pete Winslow. Winslow, a 
captain for the men’s basketball 
team has helped the team cruise 
to a 5-1 record in January and 7-7 
on the season. During this stretch, 
Winslow was named Midwest 
Conference player of the week – his 
first time in his career—for shoot-
ing 76.9% behind the arch. 
Shane Farrell: In the month of January, the basketball team is 4-1. What can you attribute to that success?
Pete Winslow: We’ve been staying focused and take our schedule one game at a time.  I think in January our offense has shown signs of improvement; our defense and grit have also kept us in tense conference match-ups this year.  We are currently sitting well in the conference standing, but must continue to execute our strat-egy and play within ourselves. 
SF: There are three seniors on the team and you are one of them. Do you feels you are in a leadership role helping the younger athletes?
PW: As captain I am in a leadership position.  I enjoy being a leader for this team because I care about my younger teammates in terms of their personal/athletic development and wellbeing. Since I am one of three who have the most experience on team, it’s my duty to watch over and make sure my boys have fun and compete.  
SF: You shot 76.9%, going 10-13 behind the arc against Cornell and Illinois. What clicked for you in those games?
PW: Some days you’re just hot.  My teammates gave me the oppor-tunities to put the ball in the hoop.  By having effective off-ball motion and good screening, collectively we were able to get some great looks at the rim.  
SF: Are do you feel after being award Midwest Conference Player of the Week?
PW: I am surely grateful for being recognized but I don’t feel much different.  There is a lot more we need to accomplish this season.
SF: What are your team goals for the season? 
PW: Make it into the conference tournament and cause trouble.
This week, I sat down with 
freshman star Noah Shea of the 
track team. In the first track meet 
of the season, Noah performed very 
well in the triple jump. His mark 
was good enough for 25th in the 
country at the time of his perfor-
mance; an amazing feat especially 
by a freshman.
Arianna Cohen: Where are you from? What drew you to Lawrence? 
Noah Shea: I am from south of La Crosse, WI. I came to Lawrence to be with like-minded individuals and be part of the musical atmosphere, though I am not in the conservatory. My main aca-demic interests lie in Environmental Studies. 
AC: You had an amazing first performance in the triple jump? What are the keys to your success?
NS: It’s all about executing the phases of the jump. Essentially, you have to jump on the same leg twice and not lose any momentum or distance, which is very difficult for a lot of people, so I try to think of it as though I’m pedaling a bicycle in mid-air, cycling my leg through and pouncing off the runway when my foot comes down. After I’m through the three phases, my focus is on covering as much distance as possible during the landing, which requires stretching out your legs in mid-air as though you’re sitting in a chair and letting your heels hit the sand, bringing your arms through at your sides and being careful not to fall backwards in the pit. 
AC: How was the transition from high school to collegiate level track? 
NS: My high school experience could be described as solitary. I had a few different coaches but it was mostly an individual effort to learn the proper triple jump form. I watched YouTube videos of Olympic jumpers and college coaches, and gradually I got it down. Now, in college, my coaches are of considerable assistance, and I’m not working entirely alone anymore. 
AC: Do you remember when it was that you first fell in love with this sport? 
NS: I technically had 2 years of track in high school (I broke my foot freshman year and was at a different school my junior year), so I suppose you could say I fell in love with jumping my sophomore year, when I broke my high school’s record. I’ve always thought of triple jump as sort of an eccentric event, and I liked the 
Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Statistics are courtesy of 
www.midwestconference.org 
and  www.nchahockey.org
January 25, 2017
LU SPORTS 
TRIVIA
Question:
A donation of what 
amount secures the 
donor the right to 
name the visiting 
team locker room in 
the Banta Bowl?
Answer to last week’s question:
LU athletic’s largest fundraiser is 
the Viking Bench Golf Outing. This 
year it will be held on June 12, at 
Royal St. Patrick’s Golf Links, in 
Wrightstown, Wisconsin
Answers will be published in next 
week’s issue
Photo courtesy of Paul Wilke
See page 9
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Koala Tea Advice
by Claire Zimmerman
Sell Us Your Major: Global Studies
Letter From D.C. 
The Women’s March
This column is devoted to explore the 
lesser known academic opportunities that 
are present at Lawrence.Global Studies is one of the newest areas of study to find its place amongst the expanding list of majors offered at Lawrence. After a two-year effort from a very dedicated group of faculty members from various humanities and social science disciplines, the Global Studies major is now available to students starting this 2016-2017 school year.Global Studies is an interdisciplinary area that focuses on the vast range of cul-tural, political, social and economic aspects that have powerfully impacted the world and the course of history. In the new Global Studies major, students will learn the inner-workings of the global community and the impacts they may be making in all aspects of society and life.Professor of German Brent Peterson, one of the many faculty members of the new Global Studies department, said, “The way we structured this major is not com-pletely unique, but it is very different from other Global Studies programs that are simply focused on international relations.”Emphasizing the importance of lan-guage in Global Studies, Peterson added, “I think we push the envelope of interdis-ciplinary education a little bit further by having very strong language component. The major requires a minor in a language, because we want students to get out of their comfort zone, not just linguistically, but also to have a sort of cultural sense of what somewhere else in the world is like.”The Global Studies major follows a fairly unique structure. Students will start their work in Global Studies by taking the brand new introductory class that was invented and designed by the faculty of the program here at Lawrence. “I’m excited and terrified,” Peterson 
said, “because no one has done this before. We’re going to attempt to give students a taste of all four tracks into Global Studies in ten weeks. It’s going to be fun, and of course we’re going to have great students, but it’s also going to be hard to pull off since it is so new.”Stephen Edward Scarff Professor of International Affairs and Associate Professor of Government Jason Brozek talked further about how the major is structured. “The major is designed with an intro course that everyone takes together,” Brozek said, “and from there students will spread out to other languages, tracks and off-campus global experiences. The senior seminar, which I’m very excited about, is going to be that point where they all come back together and really start to do some reflection and more synthesis to become a cohort again.”This interdisciplinary major is a per-fect place to look for student with many interests in both the humanities and social sciences. The major encompasses many different fields, such as art and art his-tory, film studies, economics, government, languages and linguistics, history, religious studies and gender studies. Also, it could serve as a great academic major for stu-dents in the double-degree program in the Conservatory.“The idea that we also have ethnomu-sicology as part of this major is awesome,” Peterson said enthusiastically. “We’re one of the few majors that really bridges the gap between the college and the Conservatory, which I think is very cool.” The creation of such a major can be quite the challenge, but the faculty here at Lawrence who have dedicated their time to it have definitely embraced the challenge. “It’s not as traditional as a straight-forward discipline,” Brozek said. “There’s no easy way to identify a body of literature; there’s not people all over the country teaching a similar introductory course and there’s not a potential catalogue of text-
books that other teachers have put out, so a lot of what we’re doing is inventing this ourselves. Any time you try to build some-thing there are going to be well-meaning questions about whether we’re doing it the right way. I think those questions and concerns are the part of the process that I welcome from my colleagues that are both inside the group of the people putting together global studies, and outside.”Students who plan on engaging with the Global Studies major are encouraged by both Peterson and Brozek to start early. Brozek said, “This is a large major with high expectations for linguistic and cul-tural training and for work across a range of departments. This is one to plan ahead for, and work closely with advisors to get the most out of the program as possible.”“Give Global Studies a try,” Peterson said. “Look at what the major entails, and start early. Like any other major, deciding 
to do Global Studies in the middle of your junior year is not always the best option, but I think there is always a possibility. There are a lot of students who are multi-interested at Lawrence who think they have to give up one of their interests to focus on another, but Global Studies is one of those ways for students to pull those things together under one field of study. A lot of graduates we’ve talked to said that they wished this major would have been avail-able when they were a student.”Global Studies, with its new and inter-disciplinary attraction, may be the perfect place for new students to not only have a fully immersive education in the world and its working, but to also help struc-ture and shape the development of a fresh look at education that will be explored by Lawrentians for many years to come.
Andrew Brown
Staff Writer
________________________________________________
A group of Lawrence students in front of the Presidential Palace in Berlin for a D-Term class.
Photo courtesy of Brent Peterson
Last Saturday morning, Washington D.C. was quiet. While walking from the bus that had driven my group for 18 hours, as if out of thin air, lines of people started walk-ing with us. It still felt quiet, but something was growing. It wasn’t until arriving at the corner of Independence Avenue and 3rd St. when I looked behind me, not to see a line of people, but to see thousands of people. This was the first time in a long time I witnessed in person the presence of large-scale love in action within the country since this previous presidential campaign season started full force.It wouldn’t be another three hours until the Women’s March in D.C. began. Those hours were full of claustrophobic shuffling, a recognition that I hadn’t eaten and probably would not eat that day, and a woman asking if she could sprinkle glitter on my face, which I happily obliged to. In the last minutes of waiting, I, along with my fellow marchers, had moved our way to Madison Dr. overlooking the Washington Monument. I heard a National Guardsman say that over one million people were in 
attendance of the March. Then over the horizon of the street, I saw those millions of people begin to move like an avalanche. I was standing next to an older man. He looked at me and said, “We’re gonna make it in now!” I grabbed his arm, my other fellow marchers holding on to me, and we burst through to become part of this march. In the hours of marching, we passed those protesting against us. They were pro-tected by police officers just like us; in those moments democracy was present. We stopped traffic; rows of cars rolling down their windows to put up their fingers in a sign of peace, honking their horns and joining our chants. It was impossible to feel alone.I did not march in the Women’s March because I believed it would change the course of equality. I marched because for the last few months I have felt disconnected from my nation. The March changed that; I felt the beat of those marching, the melody of their chants, and I knew I was a part of it too. The song isn’t over because the test is now to support what we sang about with action and to keep showing up. To open our eyes, see what’s going on and to do some-thing about it.
Katie Mueller
Staff Writer
________________________________________________
tain and Oreos. It’s a rare opportunity for limitless tasty creations that should not be ignored. 4. Nasty women (or supporting them). With marches across the country this past weekend in support of women’s 
rights and forward momentum in spite of contrary rhetoric and action, it’s inspiring to see people showing up and getting in the way. 5. The month of February. Why? It’s only 28 days. It’s short. It’s sweet. And the groundhog will hopefully be blinded to any and all semblance of a shadow. 
Midterm Reflections
continued from page 3
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Monthly open mic 
celebrates poetry
Language tables as LU 
learning tradition
Inauguration Day “Open Door” Initiative
Since the results of the election, stu-dents have spoken out from all ends of the political spectrum. To provide a platform for conversation for students, Kimberly Barrett, Vice President for Diversity and Inclusion and Associate Dean of the Faculty, sent out a campus-wide email announcing an ‘Open Doors’ initiative on Jan. 20, the day of Donald Trump’s inauguration as the 45th President of the United States.Throughout the day, several offices across campus were open to students to discuss their feelings and reactions to the inauguration, both positive and negative. Since the beginning of Trump’s cam-paign, some students have taken issue with his reputation for targeting minorities dur-ing his campaign, while others fully support his efforts to “make America great again.”One of the open spaces for conversa-tion was the Diversity Center. Chris Vue, the Diversity Center Coordinator, explained some of the concerns he has noticed from 
students, especially students of color.“I think a lot of the students of color, [are] just looking at it like ‘we’ve gone so far,’” Vue commented. “Then, by elect-ing someone who is blatantly saying [rac-ist comments], and supporting this, these kinds of things, especially against people of color, then how far of a step are we taking back?”With such a divisive election and presi-dency, students have struggled to find com-mon ground. It can be hard to put one’s views aside and have an open, honest con-versation, especially when many people’s rights and well-being are at stake.“It’s a double-edged sword,” said Vue. “People, by saying that they support this or that [make it seem] like no matter which way you say you are for or against, depend-ing on where you say it, how you say it [that] it will draw attention. So you just have to be really careful.”Director of International Student Services Leah McSorley also opens the International House as an available space on Friday for conversation. Her comments 
shed some light on the international stu-dent perspective post-inauguration. “I think the major question I’m hearing from the international student perspective is ‘how will this affect me,’ and what I say is, ‘right now, it is not very clear.’”Trump’s negative attitudes toward for-eigners and support for harsh immigration restrictions were big selling points in his campaign, raising questions for many as to what the future might hold.“I think, as we’ve seen on the campaign trail, undocumented students may have different challenges than they’ve had over the last eight years,” explained McSorley, “which is why it is great that Lawrence has recommitted their standing behind their diversity and inclusivity in supporting undocumented students, professors and students from around the world.”The Wellness Center was another space designated for the “Open Doors” initiative. Richard Jazdzewski, Associate Dean of Students for Health and Wellness, emphasized the importance of having a safe place to talk about the impact of the new 
presidency. “In a time like this, when some stu-dents have been reacting very strongly to the negative potential of this election and the impact that it may have on people’s lives, we’re trying to make sure they have a place and space to talk,” he explained.During a time when our country feels very divided by these issues, it is important to make an effort to engage both sides of the issue.“As Director of Health and Counseling, I have to make sure that counseling can be able to be here for people with great anxiety and fears about [the inauguration], and we have to make sure that we hold a space for them and that we hold a space for the folks that are very excited about it,” Jazdzewski said.Although the situation might feel very divided at the moment, efforts like these to engage in positive, honest conversation are a step in the right direction. 
Poets and poetry lovers gathered together on Tuesday, Jan. 24 to read and lis-ten to students’ original work and published poetry.  Organized by Professor Melissa Range and Professor Charles Segrest of the English department, the open mic was to “bring our poets in to build a sense of community outside of the classroom,” said Range. Strange Commons grew quiet as the group listened intently while each person read their chosen poem. The open mic was open to all, including enrolled in the poetry workshop class and also those who have never taken one. It was a calming atmo-sphere as the different students shared their variety of chosen works.Senior Allison Wray read “Lady Lazarus” by Sylvia Plath and “For Teenage Girls with Ambition and Trembling Hearts” by Clementine von Radics. Allison is an English major and editor of TROPOS maga-zine. When asked why she chose these poems, Allison shared that she “likes angry lady poetry. Sylvia Plath has been one of [her favorites since early high school. As I’ve gotten older [she] has been identifying more with her.” Not all the readers were English majors. Junior Caleb Rosenthal, a music major, shared his original pieces “Beware, the Dangers of Poetry” and “Staring Contest.” He wrote “Beware, the Dangers of Poetry” while he “was on a bus and writing a lot of poetry when it dawned on [him] how much time [he] was spending on poetry and not 
on [his] supposed ‘major study.’ Then, the poem just wrote itself,” said Rosenthal.Often when not delved into, the true stories within the work go unnoticed. “The importance of poetry is linking literary tradition that has a variety of voices and potential for people now to tap into and find inspiration,” said Segrest. Poetry can be found in any situation, giving the writer themselves reason to look deeper.Senior Rachel York read her original poem “What Kind of Poetry Do You Write?” and Rick Barot’s “Tarp”. Rachel said she dis-covered the author Rick Barot because her “best friend read one of his books during college and is lending [her] the book right now. ‘Tarp’ is [her] favorite poem by him thus far,” said York, emphasizing the impor-tance of the shared nature of literature.Here on campus, more poetry events and opportunities are happening through-out this term. Poet Rita Mae Reese will be coming to read her poetry on Feb. 27 at 7 p.m. in the Wriston galleries. Students can also join members from the Fox Cities community at The Draw for their “Poetry Rocks Reading Series” happening on Feb. 20 at 7 p.m.  Lastly, another open mic from Professor Range and Professor Segrest will be happening on Feb. 21 from 4:30 to 5:30 p.m. in the Strange Commons. Everybody is welcome as well as all styles of poetry. The open mic allowed students to share a part of who they are and the stories they want to share. “It was a great opportu-nity to hear [her] peers’ creative works and to share [her] own favorites,” stated Wray. 
Kate Morton
For The Lawrentian
________________________________________________
Sarah Wells
Staff Writer
________________________________________________
Participants attentively listen to the presenter at the Open Mic.
Photo by Billy Liu
Language tables have always been a long-standing and established hallmark of language instruction and learning at Lawrence. For each language department, language tables are offered twice a week. They are one-hour conversational sessions required in some classes, but are most-ly optional. For lower level classes, it is required five times per term. Seniors in the major must lead two of the discussions. However, anyone who is interested in learn-ing the language and culture is welcome to join. Senior Andrea Magana, sophomore Alfiza Urmanova and sophomore Robert Meiser lead language table discussions as teacher assistants.Urmanova, a native Russian speaker, leads Russian table and conducts individual tutoring lessons with second-year Russian students. “It is part of my scholarship agreement with Lawrence,” Urmanova says.As a teacher assistant leading the German language table, Meiser wants to give students the opportunity to speak, hear and listen to German. This is Meiser’s first year leading table, but he went last year to learn how they are run and became inspired.Associate Professor of Chinese and Linguistics, Kuo-Ming Sung leads the Chinese table. For Sung, language tables have been around since he came to Lawrence University in 1994. “The reason is for the learner to be able to use the target language in a relaxed setting outside class-room.” Sung says.All language tables function differently, some have a structured led discussion while others are more natural and free-flowing. In Russian table, it’s a combination of both. “I come up with questions prior, but students come up with their own follow up ques-tions on the spot,” commented Urmanova. In German table, Meiser allows par-ticipants to ask any questions and is open to any topic, but he will mostly lead the discussions with German news, especially German politics such as the elections, vot-ing process, and the attack on the Berlin Christmas market. Meiser likes to include the history and culture of Germany, and how Germany views global issues such as the United States presidential election. For Spanish table, Magana prefers to use various activities to engage participants in Spanish table such as games, cultural vid-
eos and funny videos. Urmanova, who also uses movies in Russian tables, added, “I use movies as a way to share my culture and my favorite is to explain Russian people and their habits, behavior, traditions.” In French table, a participant, junior Emma Arnesen, commented that the activi-ties for French table included “questions about what we did that week and other prompts for intro level.”Language tables are a way to engage students in practicing and learning a lan-guage in a relaxed, non-classroom set-ting. It is also an introduction to Language Immersion Weekend at Björklunden, where students must communicate in only their respective language. Students who partici-pate in the tables not only gain confidence in speaking the language, but make new friends and meet faculty. Magana enjoys listening to what stu-dents are interested in, as it gives her the opportunity to share her experience as a Spanish as a second language learner. Meiser responded, “I enjoy when we all get into an argument, because then there is the sharing of opinions and ideas.”When attending French table, Arnesen commented on how she did not feel pres-sure to speak fluent French because it was more for fun. “It is easier to meet people in the language departments because it is more conversational,” she continued.“There is no expectation of any sort or preparation,” added Sung. “No one is expected to say something smart.  It pro-vides a relaxed opportunity for students and faculty to [get to] know one another at a more personal level with the use of the target language.”Language tables provide a safe space for students interested in learning a lan-guage to come together. Not only does their competency in a language increase, but a global perspective in the country’s history and culture. “Learning another language opens doors to learning a different culture,” says Magana, sharing her enthusiasm for speaking Spanish. “Learning a language that is used by more than a quarter of the entire [human race] seems to be a good reason [to learn Chinese].  It makes more sense if one choos-es to look into the rich cultural heritage and to possess the increasing political and economic practicality of knowing the lan-guage,” adds Sung. “If you go to Europe, German is an important language,” says Meiser, but adds that any language can increase your knowledge about the world. 
Karina Barajas
Staff Writer
________________________________
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Tucked away in the Esch-Hurvis Room on Friday night, Jan. 20, was Visiting Assistant Professor of Music Andrew Cole’s composition recital. With a thoughtfully put-together program exploring the places Cole has lived, the five pieces also showed the complex inner workings of his brain. With unique techniques, Cole’s com-positions built up soundscapes that reflected both their physi-cal and geographical inspira-tion and also the composer and musicians playing them.1. “Sound Timbre and Density III”A flute and video duet opened the concert, document-ing Cole’s time in Baltimore. With energetic flute calls paired with mesmerizing footage of factories, trains and other bus-tling city life, I was transfixed on how the sound and visuals impacted each other. Based on what I was seeing in front of me, my perception of the flute changed—a chameleon to the video. At a few points, I found my eyes glued to the video and my ears glued to flute, and I could not bring myself to take notes. 2. “AroDreamscape”The next piece was visu-ally and instrumentally very different. Instead of glowing visuals in front of the audi-ence with one instrument, “AroDreamscape” left us in the dark, surrounded by four saxophones and several speak-ers. Composed to replicate the beautiful chaos Cole heard liv-ing near a bird sanctuary in New Zealand, the piece incor-porated live electronic manipu-lation of the quartet, sputter-ing and tweeting out of the speakers surrounding us. The acoustic and electric melded together wonderfully, instilling calmness with ample activity—a musical paradox Cole tends to use a lot. 3. “All My Dreams Turn to Ash”It was heartwarming to see improvisatory quintet Levels back together for this piece. (Their violist graduated last year and have since been on hiatus) They had played this piece, commissioned for them previously, but after several months—and it being heavily improvised—the performance was fresh. Had he not specified it was influenced by Appleton, it would not have been too dif-ficult a task to figure out, as impressions of the infamous 
train’s bellowing harmonies and city’s industrial aesthetic clouded the room overbear-ingly. My stimulated ears were matched with stimulated eyes as I found myself following the cords on the ground, creeping up to microphones, music stand lights and speakers. While not intentional, the intricacies of the cables snaking their way around the room echoed the sonic walls around me.4. “Sanctuary to Sea”The only piece on the program to use electronics and no live instruments, the fixed media soundscape built upon Cole’s original composi-tional voice as an artist who can use both the acoustic and electronic in his palette effort-lessly. By using field recordings of hikes he took in New Zealand and molding them—or not—to whatever he wanted, Cole rec-reated the world of Wellington while also creating worlds unheard of. My eyes were closed the entire time, and there was seldom a moment I actually felt like I was in Esch-Hurvis. Transporting and oth-erworldly, the piece was also an intense exploration of Cole’s brilliant use of natural sounds to make something unnatural.5. “Song Birds in Winter or a Young Person’s Primer for the Impending Mass Extinction Event”The depressing but pow-erful closer, the duet for piano and video found Cole back in the U.S., specifically Missouri. While the video stopped work-ing near the beginning of the piece, piano and electronics sol-diered on with a blend of sad-ness, anger and doom. Unlike the rest of the program, the piece brought out the sheer vir-tuosity of the featured instru-mentalist, sophomore pianist Evie Werger. Werger seamless-ly bound together the slow and solemn to the busy and intense, not once hindering the barrel-ing forward momentum Cole constructed.  As if her playing was not enough, the composer interjected with live electronics twisting her phrases and piling up notes viciously.It is rare to see recitals that are so well put together that the entire program feels like a larger work in itself, but it was apparent Cole did not shy away from that idea. Not only did he create a cohesive performance, but his work shows as a high example of the melding of acoustic and elec-tric in composition. A selection of Cole’s works can be heard on his website, twocomposers.org/andrew/works.php.
     Izzy Yellen
      Columnist
______________________
Andrew Cole’s 
Composition Recital
  Emma Arnesen
  Copy Editor 
_________________________
January Art @ Noon
Thursday, Jan. 19 marked the first installation of the stu-dent-curated series, “Dreams of the Floating World: 15 Views of Tokugawa Japan.” “When I first arrived at Lawrence, Wriston Gallery Director Beth Zinsli hosted an open house,” Assistant Professor of History Brigid Vance explained. “I was impressed with the Japanese woodblock prints and decided to center my Early Modern Japan course around [them].” In mapping out readings and research focused around the Edo period and Tokugawa his-tory, Vance hoped that her course would be one way to showcase the incredible art collection and resources at Lawrence for better understanding East Asian history and culture. In addition, she stat-ed, “I wanted the students to take ownership of that understanding […] I hoped that the hands-on experience would make the print-making process come alive for all of us.” From working in the science labs, collaborating with other fac-ulty and staff and having expert knowledge and perspectives of Japanese art history and prints from Assistant Professor of Art History Nancy Lin, Vance’s history class will take part of the lunch-time Art @ Noon tours. Each week three different students will show-case the different Japanese wood-block prints they chose in Leech Gallery. The first tour was led by sophomores Kieran Laursen and Elliot Brunk and senior Hawkens Bory-Baar. “[We] worked as collabora-tively as we could have,” Laursen mentioned, “connect[ing] with Wriston and the science lab.” Each student selected two prints 
to analyze and research for the exhibition. Under the guidance of Associate Professor of Art Benjamin Rinehart, Vance detailed how students “designed, carved and printed their own woodblock prints with Prussian blue pig-ment.” Experimenting with dyes in the chemistry lab proved to be a very “laborious process,” Laursen stated, but proved to be a very rewarding experience as well. Laursen’s two prints focused on nature scenes. As a symbol of beauty and spring, cherry blos-soms and gardens were an inte-gral part of Japanese society and people would travel to view the exquisite sites. Not only do they represent natural beauty, but the flowering of the cherry trees marks the beginning of spring and new beginnings. Festivals and celebrations are held during this season, and tourists from all over the world come to Japan to view the cherry trees. Brunk’s two prints incorpo-rated themes of the Samurai war-rior and portraiture. One of the two major schools of print mak-ing during this period focused on masculinity and the “loud, brash warrior and idealized Samurai” Brunk explained. The prints recapture the greatness of this history even though at the time the warrior class was in decline. Brunk detailed the “brightness to [the warrior’s] bravery” mention-ing one print in particular which portrays a fearless Samurai on his horse with the Japanese city view behind him. The idealized form of the warrior Samurai class is great-ly depicted in these prints of the Edo period, showing them with full costume and weaponry as defenders of the city. However, as Brunk pointed out, prints at this time were being widely produced and accessible to all levels of soci-ety, so the portraitures were more 
“romantic” and “dynamic” views of the falling militant nobility class.The third wall in the gallery depicted prints of civilization and the everyday lives of citizens, showing both the peasant and noble Samurai classes. The deli-cate carvings and intricate details of the prints, Bory-Baar explained, requires a long process, but these prints are able to be mass-pro-duced for popular media, such as postcards. Apart from the ideal-ized and romantic views of the cherry blossoms and warriors, Bory-Baar mentioned the prints as showing a “sober image of [the] city” and how they are “normal” and “grounded” in contrast to the picturesque gardens and valiant Samurai. In one of the prints, a man is shown with a sword barely visible from behind his robes. The sword, a symbol of the warrior rank, Bory-Baar detailed, shows the “dichotomous views” of the Samurai class within everyday civic life, suggesting the 18th cen-tury legend of leaderless Samurai avenging the death of their lord. Scenes of Tokugawa, the last feudal Japanese military govern-ment, is depicted from the prints of “Dreams of the Floating World: 15 Views of Tokugawa Japan” to showcase the urban movement within Edo (now Tokyo) and the rise of popular culture spreading throughout Japan. Vance stated that “The floating world, [or] ukiyo, evoked an imagined world of illusory beauty and transgres-sion,” and that every student has a different meaning for the title of the exhibit and the prints that they chose.  “Dreams of the Floating World: 15 Views of Tokugawa Japan” will be open in Leech Gallery until March 12. 
  Students perform as part of Andrew Cole’s composition recital.
Photo by Taylor Blackson
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On Saturday, Jan. 21, inter-ested music students and faculty came to see Instructor of Music Sumner Truax give a saxophone recital in the Pusey Room of the Warch Campus Center. Supporting him were Assistant Professor of Music and Director of Jazz Studies José Encarnación on saxophone and Kurt Eric Galván on piano.In his introduction, Truax spoke about our “incredibly divid-ed country” and emphasized that it is important to examine our dif-ferences and celebrate them. For this recital, he selected pieces that were all written by someone who was excluded or marginalized—someone labelled as “other.”The first piece was a sonata by Paul Creston. Creston, born Giuseppe Guttoveggio, was an Italian immigrant to New York who changed his name to escape discrimination and bullying. He eventually became well-known to saxophonists around the world and was similar in popularity to George Gershwin in Europe.Each of the sonata’s move-
ments examined a different mood, looking for new characters and colors within it. The first, “With Vigor,” was jazzy and romantic, an accessible and playful duet. While it was substantial enough to stand alone, it seemed to be an introduc-tion for the next movement, the center of the sonata. “With Tranquility,” the sec-ond movement, was contempla-tive and carefully restrained. Here, Creston explores different methods of musical intensifica-tion, using registral expansion and increasingly complex rhythms to bring the piece to a strong climax before breaking it down in the same way. Truax made use of the alto saxophone’s versatile voice, altering its tone and timbre to control the pace of development. The last movement, “With Gaiety,” was a technical showpiece featuring fast runs and tight coor-dination between the two musi-cians. Truax and Galván leaned and nodded in sync, but they were careful not to overact and draw away attention from the composi-tion itself.Another highlight was a piece called “Steam Man of the Prairies” by Steve Snowden. Based on an 
early sci-fi novel of the same name, Truax described it as “quintessen-tially American” in good ways and bad. While it is focused on rapidly-advancing technology and robots, it also depicts the exploration of the West in the late 19th century, a time of American hostility to both Native Americans and immi-grants.The beginning of the piece was sparse and ambient. Senior Jason Koth provided electronic accompaniment in the form of amplification, looping, and reverb played from a large set of speak-ers. Galván and Truax played slow-rolling chord progressions with touches of jazziness to ground them in familiarity. Gradually, the music developed a stronger pulse using a looped sound played on the speakers. Certain chirp-ing and quaking sounds from the saxophone evoked the sounds of robots.Truax’s recital was a time-ly exploration into the value of using music to consider the plight of marginalized and oppressed populations. Now more than ever, open doors and inclusivity are important in concert settings.
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Jazz and Swing combine 
for an evening of fun
    Wendell Leafstedt
     Staff Writer 
__________________________
Junior Sasha Higgins and senior Tanner Stegink dance at the Jazz and Swing combined dance event. 
Photo by Angelica Hurtado
Wednesday Jan. 18 marked the return of Rik’s Café—a jazz event held in the Esch-Hurvis Room of the Warch Campus Center. Members of the Lawrence University Jazz Band and Lawrence University Jazz Ensemble (LUJE) randomly interspersed to sight-read jazz standards. Dancers from the Lawrence Swing Dance Club (LSD) were also present to com-plete the night. The two bands were conduct-ed by José Encarnación, Assistant Professor of Music and Director of Jazz Studies and Patty Darling, Instructor of Music. In a nontra-ditional method, members of Jazz Band and LUJE played together and sight-read an hour and a half of swing tunes. After a handful of songs, a few members of the band would swap out, giving other musicians a chance to play. Because the charts were unan-nounced, it was difficult to accu-mulate a list of songs. To name a few, the band played, “Ain’t Misbehavin’,” “April in Paris” and “I’ve Got the World on a String.” The combined bands played many moderate-tempo swing tunes that were generally very lively and danceable. After a few songs, the swing dancers arrived, 
providing further entertainment. Many people were hesitantly dragged onto the dance floor, but once they began dancing, the room was full of smiles and laughs. While some dancers were only joking around, many expe-rienced Lawrence Swing Dance members also danced, and it is always very enjoyable to witness their skilled dancing.Though there were not many solos throughout the perfor-mance, one of the slower tunes of the night featured a solo by fresh-man Ricardo Jimenez on trumpet. Oppositely, an upbeat and spirited arrangement of “When the Saints Go Marching In” got the entire audience clapping and singing along. This song was definitely a crowd favorite, and it was really great to see everyone dancing and enjoying themselves so much. Around 10 p.m., things died down as the dancers got tired. The rest of the night was slightly more easygoing until the band ended the performance with a rendition of “Sing, Sing, Sing.” This song was a crowd pleaser, and it got many people up and dancing for one last time. Overall, the night was full of classic jazz tunes and a lot of swing dancing. The audience turnout was great, which proves that Rik’s Café jazz events are not a night to be missed.
Bridget Bartal
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
Saxophone recital explores 
marginalization
Comedian engages campus
On Friday, Jan. 20, the Event Planning and Organizing Committee (EPOC) brought comedian Chloé Hilliard from her native New York to perform her new stand-up material for students as she tours across the United States performing at col-leges. To bring Hilliard to campus, EPOC representatives visited the National Association for Campus Activities (NACA) conference last year in order to book events for students for the entire year. Some examples of NACA-booked events include the paint party held in the Quad last term and the comedian Kiran Deol, also from Fall term. Chloé Hilliard’s arrival has been something that EPOC has been waiting for all year. At 9 p.m., Chloé Hilliard got on stage and started her set. She brought tons of energy to the stage, leaving the crowd laughing and delighted at the end of every 
joke. Hilliard approached her com-edy from a personal perspective, telling stories about growing up in Brooklyn, going to a small college and her professional career as a comic. She later focused herself on the audience, asking questions and engaging herself with the very responsive crowd. Just before the end of her set, Hilliard brought her thoughts to the Inauguration and her feelings about the new era in American politics, reacting that it is what we make of it. After the set, she spent a lot of time visiting with students and talking about everything from comedy to cur-rent events. Overall, Chloé Hilliard’s set was a huge success—Mead Witter was almost packed with students, and many left the room with huge smiles on their faces. There will be many more EPOC sponsored events to come in the next several weeks to close out the term; the next EPOC sponsored event will be slam poet Natasha Miller on Friday, Feb. 17.
Elijah Kuhaupt
Copy Chief
_____________________________________ 
back-to-back layups for Lawrence, narrowing the gap down to 25-28, with only 2:40 left in the half. The Vikings continued with high spir-its and tied the game 37-37 at the end of the first half. Stephani and sophomore Quinn Fisher contrib-uted three three-pointers, while senior Mitch Miller scored nine points for the Vikes.Lake Forest had strong start at the second half, scoring seven consecutive points before the Vikings flared up and tied the game at 44-44 off of senior Evan McLaughlin’s first career three-pointer. Unfortunately, that was the last three-pointer for the Vikings in this game. After two 
points by the Foresters, Stephani tied the game for the fifth time with a layup. At this point, The Vikings slumped into a cold shoot-ing period. The Foresters extend-ed the lead to 56-46, including two three-pointers, while the Vikings could not find a way to the basket.Stephani shot two free throws and cut the lead into 57-50. Lake Forest went nine for 10 free throws at the end of the game, while the Vikings missed four free throws with only 1:30 left. The game ended and Lake Forest College defeated Lawrence University 66-53. Over the course of the game, the Vikings struggled complet-ing three pointers. Stephani, the Vikings’s best three-pointer shooter, did not have a great day. 
He and his teammate missed four consecutive three-pointers attempts. Lawrence only went 4-21 beyond the arc, making it difficult to close the gap between the Vikings and the Foresters. Miller led the Vikings with 18 points and nine rebounds, Stephani contributed 14 points and senior Eric Weiss added a game-high five assists. After the match, the Foresters tied with Lawrence in the MWC standings (6-3). This result makes it neces-sary for the Viking men to win most of the remaining games in order to qualify for the conference tournament, including two games against Ripon (second in MWC standings) and one game against St. Robert (first in MWC stand-ings). It is a tough journey ahead but best of luck to the Vikings!
Basketball
continued from page 4 fact that so few people could do it proficiently, so it naturally became the event I spent most of my time on. 
AC: Do you have any rituals before each meet? 
NS: In high school, I would always listen to the Vince Guaraldi Trio’s “A Charlie Brown Christmas” album before I ran or jumped, in combination with various stretches and warmup exercises. Most of the other jumpers I compete against seem to like rap music and a lot of jumping around to get themselves pumped up, but I find breathing deeply and calmly and humming along to “Christmas Time Is Here” puts me in the right place. To each their own, I guess. 
AC: What are some goals you have for yourself for the next three years?
NS: I would like to win conference if possible, but looking down the road, as I get stronger and faster, I would hope to make nationals and break our school’s old outdoor record of 47’ 4”. I have quite a bit of work to do to attain those goals, but I’m optimistic and continue to work hard daily.
Viking of the Week: Noah Shea
continued from page 4
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Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. day has passed, and I rarely comment on it, but a friend asked me to write about his legacy as a prolific civil rights leader. This friend com-pelled me to think critically about this day. I reflected on the symbol of Dr. King’s. For so many angry black activists, MLK as a symbol has been weaponized by institu-tions or people that perpetuate white supremacist ideas, espe-cially in this modern era that is plagued with even more insidious institutions and displays of power. This article is meant to be more than a discussion on how Martin Luther King is used to pacify black people in the face of injustice. This article is to clarify some miscon-ceptions and provide techniques of organizing, especially for racial and economic justice.In an article written by the Establishment called The Exploitation of Martin Luther King Jr.’s Legacy by White Supremacy, the author made some really damning points about how instru-mental Dr. King’s legacy is in silencing people of color. King was very much aware about the inter-section between race and class. One of the biggest facets of King’s legacy that has been propagated by institutions that promote white supremacy is King’s exclusively nonviolent tactics. King has been used to suppress any expressions of anger against acts of anti-black-ness, especially during the pro-test (rebellion) that took place in Ferguson and Baltimore after the deaths that claimed the inno-cent lives of Michael Brown and Freddie Carlos Grey.Historians and different the-orists of Dr. King’s Montgomery boycott say that the boycott lasted 381 days and had a very strong economic impact on the town of Montgomery. This is one of the main points that struck me as the methods the civil rights move-ment used. Dr. King is not the movement, he was a major play-
er in the movement. When his-torical figures are immortalized instead of the movement we risk giving institutions that perpetu-ate inequalities a weapon. The memories of historical icons can be used as a weapon to silence future generations and continu-ously tokenize the experiences of black people in America. Dr. King is a perfect case for why I believe that movements and leadership need to be faceless. I believe that ideal leadership of a movement is one that is face-less, meaning everyone is a leader playing their part in trying to cre-ate a different world, whether it’s by changing prejudiced patterns of behavior or elevating the voice of the voiceless.Another thing that is not payed attention to is that the Montgomery boycotts were not a way for protestors to garner white sympathy. One of the issues of remonetizing Dr. King’s tactic of nonviolence is that it runs the risk of minimizing the economic impact that nonviolent tactics such as boycotting have. Economic structures play a huge role in promoting ideas of racism and other social ills. I strongly believe that the future of organizing should be focusing on the intersections between the economic institutions and social justice. We need to get rid of the economic incentives that perpetu-ate racism and sexism. For exam-ple, private prisons use black and Latino male and female prisoners for cheap slave labor subjecting them to inhumane conditions. Many of the companies that use private prisons are commonly patronized.Instead of promoting Martin Luther King as the avatar that saved America from itself, we should be critically engaging with the tactics of the civil rights move-ment, finding ways to better them and expand on them. At the same time, we also need to be alert to our figures being weaponized for the sake of exploitation.
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STAFF EDITORIAL
On Privatizing School
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Jonathan Rubin at jonathan.c.rubin@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the 
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before pub-
lication, and should not be more than 350 words.
With President Trump’s pick for Secretary of Education, Betsy DeVos, many of the educational reforms she is in favor of have become a part of the national dialogue. One complex policy change that DeVos is in favor of is a voucher program. Voucher programs can take many forms but very simply, a voucher program means that the federal (or state) government provides families with a voucher that they can spend on their children’s education; at a private, public or charter school. Detractors of voucher programs point out that if families get more choice, public schools, especially in poor areas will be hurt.A federal voucher program would likely not affect the Appleton School district as much because Appleton schools have more money than many public schools and there are fewer religious, charter or private school options in this area to siphon fed-eral funding.Private schools in the area simply don’t have the space to cater to enough students to significantly change the apportionment of state or federal education dollars.A voucher program would most definitely affect inner city schools much more, like Milwaukee. A sad reality about our education system is that when families can eas-ily choose segregated options for schooling their kids, they do. In cities with diverse populations, parents of White students may send their kids to white majority private and charter schools in effect ensuring they will not be in school with Black students.Public schools receive funding based on test scores and other metrics of perfor-mance. If a charter school student is not performing well, they can get sent back to public school, so they are the public schools problem. This means that in effect a struggling student becomes a funding issue and the needs of the student are not the first fiscal priority of the school.Appleton has 14 public charter schools. Public charters allow students and fami-lies to have choice in the academic focus of the school but they are still open to all students. Academic focus can range from Arts to Engineering, and as the job market narrows, focused education can provide a chance for an economic  boon that is espe-cially valuable for students coming from low income backgrounds. Public schools have to educate every student that comes through the door. Privatizing schools enables families to use public funds to create homogenous schools. One of the best things about integrated public schools is the variety of lived experience and backgrounds which allows for more nuanced discussion and learning. If voucher programs don’t have strict limits, this could all be gone.
Guil Louis
Staff Writer
_____________________________________
It is apparent to any observer of current American culture that the booty (bottom, badonkadonk, butt, derriere, be-hind, backside, buttocks, bum, tush, moneymaker, etc.) is an important aspect (ass-pect) of American sexuality and philosophy. If one has any doubts, they must simply type “butt” into Cosmopolitan’s search bar (obvi-ously the most reputable source around) and boom, up come 441 separate articles ranging everywhere from “The 16 Most Bubblelicious Butts on Instagram”, “Exactly How to Contour Your Butt So It Looks Lifted, Toned, and Hot AF” (yes, people are put-ting makeup on their butts), and “Here’s Nicki Minaj’s Butt on an Oreo” to “The Newest Way to Get a Great Booty Is to Electric Shock Your Butt”. Aside from “journal-ism”, the subject matter of the bountiful derriere unites musical artists that otherwise occupy very different spheres. What do Queen, Sir Mix-a-Lot, and Megan Trainor have in common? You guessed it: a love for a good backside. This saturation of tush talk in our cul-ture was certainly not brought about by just the Kardashians (“Shake Your Booty” by KC and 
the Sunshine Band came out in 1976, after all), but, the question remains—why do so many peo-ple fixate on the butt? What is it about people’s backsides that brings about so much attention and praise? According to Alena J. Singleton, author of Cultural History of the Buttocks, “Evolutionary psychologists sug-gest that rounded buttocks may have evolved as a desirable trait because they provide a visual indication of the woman’s youth and fertility. They signal the pres-ence of estrogen and the pres-ence of sufficient fat stores for pregnancy and lactation”. In other words, if you’re a prehistoric human looking to father some progeny, get you a big bottomed woman. Singleton goes on to men-tion that a large backside usu-ally comes with larger, wider hips and pelvis, which often aids in the birthing process. Therefore, it is a very prevalent and supported theory that “rounded buttocks” have “evolved as a desirable trait because they provide a visual indication of the woman’s youth and fertility.” If someone catches you admiring a booty when you shouldn’t be, it would only be logi-cal to blame natural selection.It is no surprise then that 
the butt as a desirable, eroge-nous trait has been prevalent in many different cultures since the dawn of humanity. The “Venus of Willendorf” statue, created in 24,000 B.C.E, is depicted with a booty that would make even Jennifer Lopez jealous. Societies everywhere from Ancient Greece and Ancient China to 18th cen-tury African culture and Freudian psychologists show signs of butt obsession. However, before mod-ern times, it is my opinion that Victorian England takes the cake in this regard. Alena J. Singleton points out that corsets and other body-squeezing, uncomfortable clothing worn during this era were designed to minimize the waist in an attempt to make the butt look larger. Contraptions like bustles, too, only added to this effect. In short, our culture’s attrac-tion to buns is neither new nor surprising. So, my friends, embrace it. Play your favorite booty themed song, revel in doing squats at the gym, and remember that it’s human nature. As time-honored poet Tim Wilson once said, “Look at that booty. Show me the booty. Gimme the booty. I want the booty.”
Emma Fredrickson
Staff Writer 
_____________________________________
We Like Big Butts (And We Always Have)
MLK’s Vision, Weaponized
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The Women’s March this past Saturday, Jan. 21 was highly suc-cessful, but not for the reasons you may think. If you were expect-ing the new president to change his mind on women’s rights, per-haps you are being a bit too ideal-istic. This beautiful global demon-stration will most likely not have any effect on Trump’s policy deci-sions—that old dog apparently considers basic human rights to be a new trick not worth learning. However, the Women’s March on Washington and its hundreds of international sister marches have already had a resounding impact throughout the whole world. On January 21, 2017, mil-lions of women around the world marched for a variety of rights. The major principles listed on the Women’s March website include ending violence, reproductive rights, LGBTQ+ rights, work-er’s rights, civil rights, disabil-ity rights, immigrant rights and environmental justice. This was not an anti-Trump march; that being said, Donald Trump directly opposes or refuses to recognize the importance of many of these rights. It is no coincidence that the March occurred the day after his inauguration. Watching Trump’s inaugura-tion was like watching a scene from “The Hunger Games.” Most of what he was saying sounded rea-sonable. We should put America first! But anyone who knows even the littlest bit about his policies knows the dark meaning behind these words. Putting America first means putting white, male, Christian Americans first. It means putting immigrants, people of color, women, people with dis-abilities and the environment last. In a terrifying update, the new White House website no longer has any information on civil rights, disabilities, healthcare or LGBTQ+ rights. When Donald Trump said he was putting America first, I heard the absent voices of every-one he is putting last.Those voices were heard dur-ing the Women’s March. Looking at photos and videos from the event, I felt so much pride in my fellow Americans, including all the Lawrentians who partici-pated in the marches, whether in Washington D.C. or its sister marches. Men, women and non-binary people marched along-side one another to show that no voice can be stifled. The Women’s March received media attention from every major news outlet. It became impossible to report on the Inauguration without report-ing the millions of protestors marching around the world the very next day. This was one of the most successful aspects of the Women’s March—amongst the hatred and silence perpetu-ated by Trump’s inauguration, women and marginalized peoples were able to see that their rights still matter to millions of people around the world.The global implications of the Women’s March are especial-ly important. At sister marches in countries around the world, people marched in solidarity with Americans, but they also marched for improvements in their own nations. In Israel, where tensions 
are still high regarding Israeli set-tlements in Palestinian territories, a sister march included support for Palestinian rights. It is clear from the hundreds of international sister marches that gender justice, racial justice and economic justice are not solely American issues. The scope of protestors around the world prove that the women who marched on Washington are not just whining “me-generation babies” as opponents might be quick to assume. The rights that American women and allies fight for are real, they are important and they are global. After the Women’s March, there was some backlash among those who were upset that the event was not intersectional enough. Some of the complaints included that the “pussy hats” and signage related to female geni-talia were isolating to the trans* community. Not all women have vaginas! And some people with vaginas are not women. Others were angry that so many peo-ple got together for this march but were suspiciously absent at other marches for marginalized people. One particularly poignant sign that went viral read “I’ll see you nice white ladies at the next #blacklivesmatter march, right?” These are all valid com-plaints. It seems as though some of the basic principles of the march were not reflected in the signs and attitudes of some of the protestors. However, representing and fighting for the rights of all intersecting marginalized people was the original goal of the march. The protest was also a good plat-form to continue these discus-sions. I highly doubt that many of the people wearing pink cat-ear hats thought about the ways that they were leaving out trans* people. Hopefully, these concerns can continue to be voiced so that future events or protests can be more inclusive and allies can con-tinue to learn how to respect all members of society. As a whole, the Women’s March was incredibly success-ful. Thank you to all the women and allies who participated and fought for the rights of human beings around the world. The fight continues. If you would like to become involved, the organizers of the march have begun a new campaign called “10 Actions/100 Days.” A collective action will be taken every 10 days for the first 100 days of Trump’s presidency. The first action has already been published—to write postcards to your Senators letting them know how important these issues are to you. Our elected officials work for us, so if something is important to you, let them know! Womensmarch.com, the official website, has printable postcards and will post the next collective action soon. The website encour-ages allies to get together and make filling out the postcards into a fun event. Get together with your friends, make some food and let your representatives know that people’s rights are still important to you! 
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Back in July, as the implications of Brexit set in and the Republican and Democratic conventions were held, a certain blog post began to make waves among certain cor-ners of the internet. Written by English historian Tobias Stone, it was titled “History Tells Us What May Happen Next with Brexit and Trump.” It was, and perhaps remains, the scariest thing I read in 2016 along with various cli-mate change articles. For those of you who have not read it, the blog post follows this basic argument: Every so often, usually about 50 to 100 years but sometimes shorter or longer, the world gets caught in a period of destruction where a lot of people die, progress in many areas gets set back, and which the world eventually recov-ers from—always better for it but at a tremendous cost. Some of the examples he laid out includ-ed the Black Death, both World Wars, the fall of Rome, and the Civil War. Now, he says, with lib-eral democracy being upended by populists and demagogues and autocrats, the increased military actions of Russia, and the gradu-ally warming climate (which to be fair we’re taking measures against but still too slowly), there is a higher chance of this happening then ever before. Of course, as he points out, the world is so com-plicated and there are so many moving parts that none of his predictions may end up happen-ing, and the whole thing can get sorted out in an easier way, ideally not involving anyone using one or more nuclear weapons. I am proposing a different theory, and I think Stone’s own logic will suffice in how I explain this, and that is simply: we have no idea how Trump/the popu-list resurgence/Putin’s military actions are going to end. This is very scary, especially since we’ve spent essentially the last few months floating endless specula-tion and prediction, but here are some key things to think about regarding how trying to figure out what’s going to happen is a waste of time.It’s very appealing in some ways to have an apocalypse—a feeling of the end being near, and it may in fact be possible that this is humanity’s last year on Earth, but as Stone says in his own essay: “things are much less predictable then they seem.” Take a look at World War I, an unprecedented act of violence that directly result-ed from the assassination of an Arch-Duke which led to a domino effect. Or World War II, which was the direct result of a combi-nation of a vindictive treaty and the Great Depression. Nobody in 
those moments as they were liv-ing them thought that was how things were going to turn out. We may think that Brexit, Trump and Putin are going to lead us to the destruction of order and World War III which will kill the entire planet, but that’s not necessarily the case. In fact, we must remember that from 1949, when the Soviets tested their first nuclear bomb, to 1989, with the fall of the Soviet Union, nuclear war between Russia and America was consid-ered a near certainty. We twice came incredibly close to it: the Cuban Missile Crisis, which was only stopped because one man named Vasili Arkhipov refused to allow the launch of a nuclear mis-sile from the submarine, and the 1983 computer error where the Soviets thought the US had initi-ated a first strike, which was only stopped because the commander of the radar base, Stalinsas Petrov, realized that the error made no sense based on the agreements of Mutually Assured Destruction (essentially, the US would not send just five warheads, but everything they had). While the dangers are still very present, the fact we came to two incredible pressure points of kind that would be a filter to see our species survival, and passed it, gives some reason for optimism. Consequently, it’s easy to for-get that there were things that seemed inevitable and unstop-pable when the past was the present. Take one of Stone’s own examples (World War II), for instance: in his 1933 appoint-ment to the Chancellorship, Adolf Hitler claimed the Third Reich would last for 1000 years and they didn’t even make it to fifteen. Nobody who saw that speech thought Hitler’s reign would end just twelve years later in suicide trying to make sure the Russians didn’t capture him for torture. If you want to worry about another alliance like Trump’s and Putin’s, consider the alliance Hitler made with Stalin to take Poland. They agreed to align with each other and to not go to war in 1939 provided they each got a chunk of the country. Together the two were virtually unstoppable, and had they indeed worked together they would have very likely taken over the world. What happened instead was that Hitler betrayed Stalin and invaded Russia. To give you an idea of how unexpected this was—historians and people who were with Stalin at this period of his life describe his utter denial that this was happening, first con-vinced that it was a few rogue Germans, and then horrified at the utter betrayal as Moscow essen-tially fell. Stalin had historically never been betrayed, because he was always the one who moved 
first. Stalin had always thought he would betray Hitler first, so not even the people who make history know what they’re doing.Trump, for all his pure repre-hensibility is not a tyrant in a con-ventional sense. I have no doubt he aspires to this very thing, but the simple fact is that he is a weakling and a coward. Tyrants are people capable of incredible strength in certain moments, typically with a military background or steeped in political theory. They do what they do because they honestly believe in it, and are very shrewd at seem-ing moderate. Many regimes work incredibly hard to seem moderate, or to give the people reason to place their trust in them. Trump believes in nothing except his own superiority and his endless greed, and expects us to fall to his level rather than rise to it or pretend he is on ours. This is a very bad com-bination in general but it makes him much more precarious then he first appears. He is surrounded by an entire government (keep an eye on the intelligence organiza-tions: they took down Nixon) and world who hates him, and except for several hacks and two luna-tics (Bannon and Flynn) whom no establishment Republican would even think of allowing into their club, has essentially nobody on his side in significant power. There is every reason to believe that with minimal repercussions the Republicans would impeach him the first chance they got. But will they? The answer is probably no, but again, the simple fact is we are in uncharted waters. Providing there’s no global nucle-ar war, we will not become extinct in this possible period of destruc-tion, but a lot of us will suffer unless we act. You can accelerate the way to a better, peaceful world without having to wait for history to feed the populists through the shredder. Continue to protest, fol-low every resistance guide you can, devote yourself to organiza-tions who will fight his policies, and perhaps most importantly, invest in as much clean energy as you can. Tyrants run petrostates, and no matter how invincible they seem, petrostates collapse incred-ibly easily under the right condi-tions. Look at Venezuela, which was once very prosperous under Chavez and now is essentially col-lapsed. We don’t have to be that way. We can be something better. Though the Nazis reigned over Germany, the country reinvented itself into one of the beacons of Democracy in the western world and learned from its mistakes far better then most countries ever do.Find out how to help, and act. 
 Henry Dykstal 
 Staff Writer
_________________________
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How do you survive winter?
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“Have the correct gear like 
waterproof boots.”
—Chloe Braynen
“If it’s icy, walk in the snow and 
avoid puddles or you’ll regret it 
later.”
—Susie Francy
“Hibernate.”
—Brighton Fromm-Sarto
“Sweater and scarves and 
waterproof boots.”
—Ethan Mellema
“I make sure I have the 
necessary clothing, though I do 
like to run in this weather a lot.”
—Ben Johnson
“Dress warmly and stay inside a 
lot.”
—Ethan Correy
